medea
the storytelling

The Company:
On Stage was born to enrich the educational processes through cultural and
artistic activities aiming to wake creativity and love for the arts in the
society.
We want that all actors involve in the educational processes have access to
quality activities, which are motivational and also help them in achieving a
life continuous learning process.
Storytelling is the ancient way of conveying knowledge integrated in an
engaging story. On Stage Storytellings are designed to be a rewarding and
fun experience, with the option of being done live or in streaming with a
length of 30 to 40 minutes.
Our storytellings are adapted in both their language level and plot content to
the different educational stages. They seek to achieve a double objective:
Improve oral comprehension of English through an activity that reinforces
positively the learning process and familiarizes students with universal
values, like empathy, respect for the environment or honesty with others and
with oneself.
In this teacher´s pack you will be provided with information about the
storytelling. Incluiding synopsis, characters, vocabulary and suggested
games to do in the classroom. This information will help students to get
familiar with the plot, characters and vocabulary while having fun in the
classroom.

MEDEA
Using the classic tragedy "Medea" as a backdrop, we think about the role of
women in Western classic narrative and we deepen into this controversial
character, her importance and her significance.
Synopsis: They are running out of time. Our protagonists, two young
students, need to decide which classic Greek story they are going to use for
their presentation at the high school. He wants to talk about the heroes,
those brave and magnificient men who confront danger along their epic
journey but she has a deeper idea about the topic. Confronting their points of
views we develope a comedy about how the myths and the classic literature
contribute to shape our modern mindset and how we, men and women, are
influenced about it.

Characters
Aaron: A seconday student. He loves action movies and heroes.
Lorena: A secondary student. She is a witty girl with a great sense of humour
Medea: A strong and very passional sorceress. Jason's wife.
Jason: The classic greek hero. Brave, strong and very ambitious.
Aeetes: King of the Colquide. father of Medea.
The Dragon, the oxes and the skeleton warriors: the three dangers that
Jason needs to defeat to get the golden fleece.
Creusa: A princess, daughter of Creonte.
The Kids: two brothers, sons of Medea and Jason.

KEYWORDS: *
Nouns:
homework, presentation, hero, mythology, myth, teamwork, ancient, modern,
fleece, test, ox, sleeping potion, skeleton, , teeth, sorceress, sacrifice,
motherhood, infidelity, brave, intelligent, treason, poison, gender.
Adjectives: classic, masculine, feminine, happy, sad, busy, nice, enough,
angry, brave, reasonable.
Verbs: to think, to plow, to sow, to fall in love, to help, to defeat, to get, to
defend, to survive, to fight, to sail, to escape, to obtain, to claim.
Adverbs: suddenly, quietly, eventually, actually, immediately.

KEY EXPRESSIONS: *
Break a leg / Make a long story short / Speak of the devil / Under the
weather / We’ll cross that bridge when we get there / Actions speak louder
than words / The pen is mightier than the sword / Go on a wild goose chase
/ Kill two birds with one stone / Live and learn / Throw caution to the wind /
Calm before the storm / Sometimes you eat the bear and sometimes the
bear eats you / Like riding a bicycle / Run like the wind / Those who live in
glass houses shouldn’t throw stones / Better late than never / So far so
good/ The best of both worlds / Add insult to injury.

The vocabulary and the key expressions will be adapted to each age group

GAMES: Games to play in the classroom before and after the show.
ONLINE:
Watch this extract from Emma Watson speech in UN in 2014 and open the
debate: VIDEO
Divide the students into two groups and start throwing different statements
such as:
Is women’s empowerment a myth in developing countries?
Should women serve in the military?
Housewives and mothers should be paid for housework?
When attempting to create a more harmonious society, what factor is
more important gender, class or income?
Men are more aggressive than women.
Men are better in sciences while women are better in the humanities..
Men are better in decision making roles than women.
Universities need more female teachers while kindergartens need more
male teachers.
Toys should be gender neutral (for instance dolls are for both boys and
girls).

GAME
"Pro/Against"
Students must pronounce themselves in favor or against certain
statements, placing themselves to one side or the other of the space we
have (it can be a classroom, a corridor or a square!). As an example, we
propose statements that we can work with secondary students:
All human beings are born equal in dignity and rights
From the moment we are born, children must be dressed in blue and
girls in pink
Housework (cleaning, ironing, cooking ...) is a matter for both men and
women
Both women and men can play soccer

Both men and women can practice ballet
Insulting or laughing at another person is not mistreatment
Both men and women can take care of our loved ones
Equality makes us all happier
Once they have positioned themselves to one side or the other, one person
on each side is asked why they are for or against and the total number of
participants is allowed to position themselves again. Depending on both the
space and the number of participants, we will expand on the evaluation.
GAME
"Three Columns"
Divide students into small groups no larger than 6 students. Groups can be
gender same or mixed groups. Give each group the piece of paper divided
into three columns.
On the top of the middle column either write “Act like a Man” or “Act like a
Woman”. Ask students to make a list of what it means to act like a man or
woman in this column. Each group will have a different heading.
On the left column, ask students to write down what people might "say" or
"do" if someone does not act like a man or woman as defined in the middle
column.
This portion of the activity can generate a lively and graphic use of words
and discussion. Remind students to be respectful. Some instructors may
want to set ground rules around language usage.
Divide the right column in half and ask students to list the jobs one would
choose if they acted like the descriptions listed in the middle column. For
example, the "traditional" female role and career choice might not include
welder, construction worker..., a "traditional" male role and career choice
might not include elementary teacher, nurse...
Hang up the lists for students to view and contemplate. Ask each group to
make a few comments about their lists. Assist students with analysing
these lists.

Possible questions for futrther discussion:
How and where do we learn our perception of male and female roles?
Do these roles and descriptions limit or enhance us in life choices?
Have you or someone you know ever stood up for a person who
challenged stereotypes?
What other conclusions/statements do you have about this topic?

OBJECTIVES:
Short Term
To understand and analyse gender role stereotyping and origins.
To examine the effects of gender role stereotyping on career choices for
both males and females.
To provide encouragement to those students who are contemplating or
have chosen "nontraditional"courses or careers.
Long Term
To challenge and minimize and/or eliminate stereotypical perceptions
and actions towards the"other" gender.
To accept and support those career and life choices made by peers,
even if they may challenge gender role stereotypes.

We hope you enjoy the show!
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